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Abstract 
In nonlinear regression models several procedures have been used in 
order to simplify an estimation of regression parameters. A comparison 
of different approach is demostrated in the case of exponential regression. 
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1 Introduction 
Solution of basic statistical problems are essentially more complicated in non­
linear regression models than in linear ones. Therefore several approaches were 
developed how to solve these problems by linear methods. It is to be mentioned 
two important approaches, i.e. a transformation of the measured data and a 
linearization of the model by the first term of Taylor series. 
The aim of the paper is to compare different approaches in the case of an 
exponential regression y = 0i exp(—02%)-
In the first step let us study this problem in an extremaly simple case in order 
to demonstrate a behaviour of a linear, quadratic and nonlinear least squares 
estimators. 
Supported by the grant No. 201/99/0327 of t h e G r a n t Agency of t h e Czech Republic and 
by t h e Council of the Czech Government J 14/98: 153 100011. 
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2 Motivation example 
Let us consider the model Y ~ jVi(/32,O-2), /3 G it1 , where the dispersion a2 
is known. The linearized version at the point /30 of the model is Y — /30 ~ 
Ni(2/30o73,O
2), (5/3 € ix1 and the quadratized version Y - ffi ~ Ni(2/30(5/3 + 
5/32,O2). 
The BLUE (best linear unbiased estimator) of /? in the linearized model is 
/3 = 0o + 8p, 
Thus MSE (mean square error) of this estimator is 5ß4 
Aß2 ' Aßl 
MSE(p) = var(/3) + (bias)2(/3) = j ^ + 
The Bates and Watts [2] measures of nonlinearity in this case are 
<J 
Wo 
lf<inť>G8o) = 0, ^ ( p a r ) (/3o) = ^ 2 . 
If 5/32C < K(Par){(3oy then 6(5/3) < cVf^F
1 = c^var(<J/3), where C = 4/3g/O2 
(the "matrix" of the normal equation). In detail cf. [17] and Statement 3.3.3. 
Let c = I ; thus 
^ " V ^ M A ) = VЯ- = W -* |Ь(íĄ| < |v^vð). 
ò(ő/3) = £(<5/ ) -8ß=~-, var(rø) = ° 
" Jo — , ^J-щ-
The 0.95-confidence interval is 
{(5/3 : |(5/3 - (5/3| < 1.96O/(2|/30|) - W } « 
As a consequence of the mentioned relations we obtain 
VbCb = 5/32/O. 
A corrected quadratic estimator is 
2/Зo ' 8/33 
and 
ß = ßo + Sß, 5ß = 5ß-1£г + —ž 
5ß3 5ß4 
*m-v--щ-щ. 
,.;-, a 2 cr4 a2ő/3 <т2<5/?3 a 2 ^ 4 
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In the following tables a comparison of the variances, biases and MSEs of 
the estimators S$ and 8$ is given. 
(7 
KІpаr) 
Њlin. f^conf. Sß var(<5/3) b(5ß) ^fмSE(Sß) 









































Variances and biases of linear estimators (/5\, = 10) 
O-
J((pаr) 
ft/lin. flconf. 5ß vвx(Sß) b(5ß) yJмSE(Sß) 









































Variances and biases of quadratic estimators (/3o = 10) 
It is to be referred to relations among hun., hconf, and 5(3. As far as the 
parametric measure of nonlinearity K^par^ is relatively small (except the last 
row of the tables) and S/3 is inside the linearization region and at the same time 
inside the confidence interval, then the quadratic corrections is practically of no 
use and the linearized model gives practically the same results as the nonlinear 
least squares estimator as is shown in the following. 
The nonlinear least squares estimator is 
$ = VY. 
If y/vax(Y)/E(Y) = O//32 < 0.1 we can use the approximate formula for the 
bias and the variance of $ (in detail [9]) 
E{ß) = ß 
a2 15a4 
8/?3 128/?7 
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The following Table 2.3 can serve for a comparison with Tables 2.1, and 2.2 
(here the value a = 100 is omitted, since in this case a/j32 = 1 > 0.1). 
a var(/ ьф) yJмSE(ß) 
0.1 0.000025 0.000000 0.00500 
1.0 0.002500 0.000125 0.05000 
10.0 0.252187 0.012617 0.50234 
Table 2.3 
Variances and biases of the least squares estimators (/3n = 10) 
3 The function y = /3i exp(—/32x); different approaches to 
an estimation of the parameters 
Let values of the function y = /?i exp(—/32x) be measured at the points x = 
X i , . . . x n , The results of measurements are a realization of the observation 
vector Y ~ JVn(f(/3),£), where {f(/3)}i = Pi exp(-/32Xj),i = l , . . . , n , and 
£ = O"2I is a known covariance matrix. 
In general it can be written in the form 
(f(/ð),S). (1) 
3.1 Reparametrization by a transformation of the data 
Let rji = lnY;, i = 1 , . . . »n1 . Then 
r?ѓ = ln/Зi - /32ЖІ -f- 5І, i = 1-...-П, 
Л = ln 1 + - £í 
/xť = ßi exp(-/32я»), i = 1, . . . , n, 
ż = l , . . . , n , 
n / 0 - Í T
2 3 ( 7 4 . , 
5<r4 
W W = Я + щ + . . . , i = l , . . . , n . 
OLSE (ordinary least squares estimator) of ln/3i and /32 is 
Ь / - } = (X'X)-xX'r, = 
P2 
En i = l xi 
2-JÍ=IXÍI Z-Ji=\xi 
- i En І = I 
Eľ=i s.4. 1' 
xTo say it exact, the normal random variable {Y}j = Y{ cannot be transformed in this way. 
However if a/E(Yi) is sufficiently small, e.g. < 0.1, then the following results are realistic—in 
more detail cf. [9]. 
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where 
1, -xx 
X == rj = 








ßl J + ( X X ^ X В Д , (X'X)-'X' var(r5)X(X'X) / V \ - l 
5 = (__,. ..,*„)'. 
L e m m a 3.1.1 Let 




£(lnft) = lnft + £ L M ( - ^ -
«=i v -**• 
^ 2 )=^+E^(-$- ! ; 
var(i_ft)-£4, g + gj+ ...), 
v_<«-£ *,(£ + g + ...). 
n / 2 c 4 \ 
cov( lnf t , f t ) = V E i . i E a . i l ^ + - T T + • • • ) • 
.=1 V*. -**. / 
P roo f Since it is obvious however tedious, it is omitted. 
Lemma 3.1.2 If the estimators o / f t and ft are considered in the form 
ft = exp(lnft) , ft = ft, 
then 
["— „i 
E(fii) = ft + ft 
D 
£&B^.) 
* A Í T 4 / 3 r 11 r 2 3 _ , l r 4 \ 
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4 -. 
+ E TXД 7 ( L I . І L І J - Ll,«Ll,j + LҺLҺ) 
«A)-A + Ê-«(-.д-|д + - ) . 
+ ... 
i = l 
var(/3i) - /З2 
n 2 n 4 / c Q \ 
E^-.«+E^(Í^-<* +1-4.0 
.i=l ^ i=l Pi \ z z / 
4 
+ Z.v TXД ( З L l , i L l , j ~ L l , г L l , i ) + ... 
{ n 2 X ^ L M - Ł i l j + 
i=i ^ 




ľЬi.t-Łijí-Lг.t + I%i 
Li,iLi,jL2,j + jLliL2j + ..., 
™A)-t-Ł(д + íя + -) 
Proof Since it is obvious however tedious, it is omitted. D 
3.2 Reparametrization and weighting the transformed data 
The approximate value of the var(5-) is the first term O2/kt2. With respect to 
the inequality 
I l n A J = (X , X)- 1 X , var(<5)X(X / X)- 1 > (X' v a r ^ ^ X ) " 1 , 
(cf. [6, pp. 14-15]) it is reasonable to use GLSE (generalized least squares 
estimator), i.e. 
I n / M = (X'var-1(ő)X)-1X'var-1(<5).7, 
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where var(5) _= Diag(<j2/Lt2,... ,O-2//i2) (the notation Diag() means the matrix 
with the entries on the diagonal equal to the values given in the brackets and 
with other entries equal to zero), instead of the OLSE (in more detail cf. [1]). 
Since in the variance 
var(<$i) = O2/Li2 
the value /^ is unknown, it is necessary to use approximate value fi\ (0) 
/3[ exp(—j32
 }Xi) of the quantity \X{ = /3\ exp(—/32#i)> o r to use some itera­
tions in order to obtain the estimators ln/31 and (32. Some investigation of an 
analogous situation cf. in [4]. 
Let 
W 
/T/fУ0>)?, 0, ...,(), 0 
o, i/(м(0))iì, . . . ,o , o 
\ 
V o, o, . . . ,o, i/íУ
0))*/ 
and 




Then the bias and the variance of the estimator f3\ and /32, respectively, can be 
expressed analogously as in Section 3.L The vectors Li,L2 must be substituted 
by the vectors ki, k2. Thus we obtain 
E(^1) = ln01+J2h,i (-~-~ + ... 
Eф2)=ß2 + ±kĄ-^-^ + 
<a>-i?^+£т-
var(&) = E * Ч ^ + 2/i4 г = l 
5а4 
cov(ln/?!,/32) = X ^ ^
1 ' ^ 2 ^ ( "2 + o~4 +••• 
\kíi l^i 
ЬаA 
If the estimators of f3\ and (32 are considered in the form 
l\ = exp(lrift), /32 = /32, 
then 
js(|1) = /3i+/3i E ^ ( - þ м + 5
Äм) 
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.A<r4 / 3, l i , , 3,o 1, 4 \ 
t = l r l N ' 
4 -i 
+ Z-/ ",7272" "A \kl,ikl,j ~~ kl,iklJ + ^l,ť*l,j) + ' ' ' 
^2)^2 + E ^ ( - ^ - g + ---). 
T&) = tf fě £*?,< + £ £ f jk. -<*í.. + ki) 
. i=i l^ i=i !*< \ - - y 
+ / , .,2,,2 (3*1,1*1.., kltiki,j) + ... 
U=i ^ 
+ Ž ^4 ( 2 ^ 2 , ; - 2fc?jt.fe2,i + 2
fcM*a,i) 
^ O4 
]kitikij(k2ti + k2ìj) 
var 
+ 2*l,-fcl»ifc2,j + lklik2J + ..., 
i = l 
M2 2 M
4 
3.3 Linearization of the model 
If approximate values /3J; and /^ of the parameters /3i and /32, respectively, 
are known, then in some cases the model 
Y - f 0 ~ n ( F * / 3 , £ ) (2) 
can be used. Here 
fo = (^i0 )exp(-/3f ^ 1 ) , . . . , /5 i
0 ) exp(-4 0 ) x n ) )
/ , 
{F}i,i = d [0i exp(-/32Xj)} /d (3x1 p^io), j = l , . . . ,n , 
{F} i )2 = a[/3iexp(-/32^)]/9/32|i(3=/5(o), jf = l , . . . ,n . 
Some caution is necessary in using the linearization. It is useful to analyze a 
linearization regions for some statistical inference in the model. The theory is 
developed in [11] and [13], 
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The Bates and Watts measures of curvatures ([2]) of the model at the point 
P0 are 
(the intrinsic curvature) and 
K{par)(ft \ _ - n n J l l
P F K'slls-1. . pk 
K ( £ 0 ) - s u p j | | F s | | 2 ^ . S G P 
(the parametric curvature). Here F = 9f (u)/9u' |n_/30 , /_s = ( s H ^ s , . . . , sH'ns) ' , 
^ = a 2 / z (u ) /^c )u ' | u _^ 0 , z = l , . . . , n , M |
_ 1 =- I - Pf1 and P p " 1 = 
F ( F ' E " 1 F ) ~ 1 F ' —_1. The matrix F is assumed to be of the full rank in columns, 
i.e. r (F) = k < n and the matrix _ is assumed to be positive definite. 
The model (1) in the quadratized form is written as 
Y~Nn(to + F6P + ±K6p,V). (3) 
Here f0 = f(/30)« 
The linear estimator in the model (2) is 
P - p0 + SP, Sp = ( F ' S -
1 F ) - 1 F ' E " 1 ( Y - f0) 
and with respect to (3) 
Sp ~ Nk Up + ^ ( F ' E ^ F ^ F ' E -
1 * ^ , ( F ' E ^ F ) - 1 ) . 
In the following the influence of nonlinearity of the model is demonstrated 
in testing the consistency of measured data with the linearized model, in the 
bias of linear estimators of the parameter /3, in the bias of the linear function 
of the parameter p and in a deterioration of the estimator of the variance of a 
linear function of the parameter p. 
Let h be any k-dimensional vector and let 
b*h(5p) = E\h'6p(Y,O)\60] - b!SP = tib(6P), Sp _ O(p0), 
d*h(5p) = var[h'^_(Y,_/3)|S] - var[h 'o^(Y,0) |_] , 5P e O(p0), 
U*h(5p) = h'5p(Y,5p) - h'o^(Y,0), Sp e O(p0), 
u*h(5p) _ ti5p(Y)5p) - h 'o^(y ,0) , Sp € 0(j8o), 
where y is a realization of the observation vector Y, 
b(5p) = E[5p(Y,0)\5/3}-5p, 
5p(Y,0) = ( F ' E - 1 F ) - 1 F ' E ' 1 ( Y - f 0 ) , 
E[50(Y,O)\50] = ( F _ - 1 F ) - 1 F _ - 1 ( F t f | 8 + ~KSP), 
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50(Y,5/3) = ( F i S ^ F i ^ F i S - ^ Y - f i ) , 
Fi = df(u)/du'\u=0o+si3, 
fi = f(p0 + Sp), 
var[h'o/3(Y,o/9)|S] = h'QF' jE^F!)- 1 ! ! . 
Let 
dh(5P) = ^^-5p,SpeO(P0), 
Uh(5p) =
 d-^^-Sp,5p eO(P0), 
uh(5p) = ?^W5(3,50 &O((30). 
Let e and c (> 0) be such constants and 
Oa(/30), Ob(/30), Oc(/30), Od(p0), Oe((30) and Of(/30) 
such neighbourhoods that 
(a) P { v ' S - 1 v > X
2 ( 0 ; l - a ) } < a + £, 5/3 £ Oa(/30), 
(b) b'(ÓT3)Cb(,5/3)<a2x
2(0;l-a), 5(3 € Ob(f30), 
(c) \b*h(5p)\ < cVtíČ^ih, 5peOc(P0), 
(d) \dh{6p)\< JtíC-ih, SpeOd(p0), 
(e) var[Uft(<5/3)|S] < c
2 h'C- 1 h, 5p e Oe(p0), 
(f) |«h(t5i9)| < cVh'C-%, SpGOf(Po), 
respectively. Here 
C = F ' S - 1 F , 
v = M ^ ' ( Y - f0) ~ Nn ( i M |
- 1 K 4 / , , M p ~
l . S ( M ^ " 1 ) ' ) , 
a2xl(0', 1 - a) = c2 and x^(0; 1 - a) is the (1 - a)-quantile of the central chi-
square distribution with k degrees of freedom. 
Definition 3.3.1 The model (3) is c-linearizable with respect to a function h(.) 
in the set Oc(/30), O^(/30), Oe(/30) and Of(/30), respectively, if the inequalities 
(c), (d), (e) and (/), respectively, are satisfied. 
The model (3) is e-linearizable with respect to a compatibility of data with 
model, if the inequality (a) is satisfied. 
The model (3) is c-linearizable with respect to the bias of the parameter 
estimator 5/3, if the inequality (b) is satisfied. 
The sets Oa(Po),..., Of(/30) are called the linearization regions. 
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The following statements are proved in [5] and [7],[11], respectively. 
Statement 3.3.2 If 
5/3 G a(/30) = jč/3 : (60)'C6P < 
2Vôn 
where Smax is given by the equation 
P{xl-k(Sm*x) > xl~k(0\ 1 ~ <*)} = a + £, 
the model is e-linearizable at the point (JQ. Here Xn-k($)
 is noncentral chi-
square random variable with n-k degrees of freedom and with the parameter of 
noncetrality equal to 5. 
Statement 3.3.3 Let c = ay/x\(0\l ~a). If 
Sß є Oь(ßo) = {sß : 8ß'F'Ъ-lF8ß < / г / v - l г ^ ^C 
then 
V{h 6 Rk}\bl{5j3)\ < cVh'C-!h. 
S tatemen t 3.3.4 Let Lh = h ' C - ^ ' S -
1 = ({Lh}u . . . , {Lh}n) and 
i=l 
be the spectral decomposition and let 
'2 
t = i j=i 
B = _r\Xj\g^j. 
Then 
50 £ Oc(p0) = {<5/3 : 5p'B5j3 < cVh'C-ih} => \b*h(5/3)\ < cVh'C-ih. 
Let 
H? = : , i = l,..,,k, 
V^HJ 
where ei 6 Rk, e{ = ( 0 , . . . , 0, lu 0 , . . . , 0)' and 
h / c- 1 (H;) ' i r 1 \ 
co 
h 'C-HH^'1]-1 / 
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<9h'/3(y, u)/du|u=/3o = h + K<
fc)v - K( f c )^(y, 0), 
where v = y - f (/30) - F5/3(y, 0). (In Lemma 2.11 [5] a little different formula 
is given.) Thus 
dwW„__-C-) ; h'(/30 + 613) + h'5/3(y, 5/3) » h'/30 + h'c5/3(y, 0) + (5/3)' [K\
n,v - K^5/3(y, 0)j 
and 
uh(5[3) « (5/3)' [K<
fc)v - K(fc)5/3(y,0)] . 
Statement 3.3.6 If in the model (3) 5(3 G Od(/30), where 
h'C-^ 1 Od(ß0) = {ðß: ðß'ðß < c
2 
yVc-ҷк^ғ + к^fc))'(к^fc)ғ + кf^c- i, 
^en 14(5/3)1 ^ ^ h ' C - 1 . ! . 
Statement 3.3.7 // the power of components of the vector 8j3 greater than 
two is neglected, then in the model (3) 
.* 
Uh(5/3) ~ At! {h'b(6l3),5/3'W(
h)5l3} , 
W(h) = [KW(S _ FC-
1 ^)^)' + K^C-1^)'] . 
where 
Statement 3.3.8 Let the notation W ^ from Statement 3.3.7 be used. 
If 
6/3 G Oe(0Q) = {5/3 : Sp'W^Sp < c
2 h'C- 1 h}, 
then ./vartUh(5/9)1X1] < c v V C - ' h . 
Remark 3.3.9 If the criterion from Statement 3.3.8 is too restrictive for some 
realization 5/3(y,0) of the random variable 5/3(Y,0), i.e., if a realization vreai 
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If y/SP'SP < T, then \uh(S/3)\ < c V h ' C - i h . 
If the region 
Of(0o) = {5/3 : 50'50 < T
2} 
covers the region 
Oe(Po) = {S/3 : 50"W^50 < c^'C^h}, 
then in the actual case the value T is to be preferred. Also a comparison of the 
regions Oc(f30) and Of((30) can be interesting and important in practice. 
From the above given relationships it is clear that the first important infor-
mation on the nonlinearity are the measures K^int\^0) and K^
par\f30). In the 
following table some values of those measures are given (in more deatil cf. [17]). 
(Þi ) 
UftJ ет 1-0.2/ 







K(int)(ß) 0.020582 0.055846 0.138862 0.250937 0.326234 0.359022 
K^ar\ß) 0.057598 0.119664 0.207130 0.303481 0.474110 0.750977 
Table 3.3.1 
x = 1,2,3,7,8,9, cr = 0.5 
3.4 Quadra t ic corrections of the linear es t imator 
The following notations will be used in this section. 
Y ~ N n ( f ( / 3 ) , c r
2 I ) , O-6(0,oo), 
fo = f(/30), F = 5f (u) /5u
/ | u = ^ 0 , 
^ = d2fi(u)/duduf\u^0, i = l , . . . , n , 
ei E Rn, {ei}j = $ij (Kronecker delta), 
>=i 






u ' C u 
u, u an arbitrary non zero vector, 
(50 is located at the boundary of the (1 — a)-confidence ellipse). 
The corrected estimator of ft is 
~Pi = Po,i + 8~Pi, 
5^ = <5ft - 6&Boti5$ + ^ ( B o . i C -
1 ) , i = l,...,k, 
80 = C ^ F ' E - ^ Y - f o ) . 
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The following statements given in this section are proved in [12] 
M e a n squa re e r ro r of t h e l inear e s t ima to r 
MSE0i) = {C1}^ + (SP'BojSp)2. 
M e a n square e r ro r of t h e quad ra t i c e s t ima to r 
MSE0i) = {C-1}^ + 2Tr (B 0 , i C-
1 B 0 , ;C -
1 ) - 4e^C- 1B 0 ,^ /3 
+ 4<y/3'Bo,_C-1B0,_<Jj8 - 4e ;C-
1 B 0 f ib + Sb'Bo.iC^Bo.^jS 
+ 4 b , B 0 , i C -
1 B 0 , i b + 4(b'B0ii5f3)
2 + 4b'B0,*<5/3b'B(Mb + (b'B0 > ib)
2 . 
In the following (cf. 5. Numerical example) the MSE of the both estimators 
will be calculated for 
/y2(0* 1 — a) 
5/3 — \ —-—J-— u, u an arbitrary nonzero vector. 
V u ' C u 
U p p e r b o u n d for M S E of t h e l inear e s t i m a t o r a t t h e b o u n d a r y of 
the (1 — a)-confidence ellipsoid 
MSEtfi) < {C" 1 } . , , + Tr[(B0,.C-
1)2][Xfc(0; 1 - a ) ]
2 , i = 1 , . . . , k. 
Upper bound for M S E of the quadra t ic es t ima tor a t the boundary 
of t h e (1 — a)-confidence ellipsoid 
MSE0i) < {C-1}i,i + 2Tr(B 0 , iC-
1 Bo, iC- 1 ) 
+ 4vAlr[(B0,iC-*)-]yJ{C-i}tiiyjxl(0,1 - a) 
+ 4 v /T r [ (B 0 , iC - i )V f c (0 ,1 - a) 
+ 2 v /T r [ (Bo , iC- i )2 ] v / {C- i} i , i ^ (^ ) ( /3 0 ) x
2 (0 ; 1 - a) 
+ 4 V
/ Tr [ (B 0 , iC - i )4 ]K^) ( / 9 0 ) [ x
2 (0 ; 1 - a)]3!2 
+ /&[(WJ[]r^)(f t )]2^(0; 1 - a) 
+ Tr[(B0,iC-
inK^r^0)]
2\x>,(0; 1 - a) 
+ i T r K B o . i C - 1 ) 2 ] ^ ^ ^ ) ] 3 ^ ^ ; 1 - a)]7!2 
+ 1 TrKBo. iC" 1 ) 2 ]^^ ) ( /3 0 ) ]4 [ X f c ( 0 . j _ a ) ] 4 . 
I2 
,13 
Let r — — 
^ -V{C- 1 B 0 l < CB 0 l i C--} i7
{ B w C >••' 
(this vector is directed as the gradient dMSE(f3i)/d8/3 of the function MSE((3i 
and it is located at the boundary of the (1 — a)-confidence ellipsoid). 
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Then 
W*°->^ = G c - g X c - j ' ((C-'BS,C-},,)
2 
(square of the bias of the linear estimator) and 
4, - e;c-в0Jад . 4 ( c-в ž ,,c-),J { c _ 1 ^;j_, k i 
(the value of the linear term in MSE(fi{)). 
If 
á r r - i R 2 r - n / Xfc(0;i-<-) . 
4 { c B c M c w y { c _ i B O i . C B O i . c - i } . ť > 
x 2 f c ( 0 ; 1 " a ) - ^ ( { c - X i C - 1 ^ ) ' . {C 1Bo,iCBo,iC 1}i)j 
then the linear estimator is to be preferred. 
3.5 Nonlinear least squares est imator 
In this section the model 
Y~JV n ( f (/9),E), / 3 e £ , 
where /3 means the parametric space (in our case of the exponential regression 
§_=&)• 
The following notations will be used in this section (in more detail cf. [15]). 
/3* is the actual value of the parameter /3, 
int(/3) means the topological interior (in Euclidean sense) of the parametric 
space /3. 
The nonlinear least squares estimators of the parameters /3i and fo are given 
by the solution of the equation 
[afWa/3]-r1[y-f(/3)] = o, 
ì .e . 
-jвlЯiЄ-À-x, ...\ -ßlXne-ß2*» I 
In the following let _*_ = O2W. 
Vi - ßie-ß*Xl 
ui-ßne-ß2x" 
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With respect to [15, Proposition 7.1.1], the probability density function of 
the nonlinear least squares estimators $i and $2 of the parameters fix and 02 is 
pp.0) = _*9(ld|/3')^{det[I + D(b,/9)Q-
1GS,/i?')]}> 
Q0\n = det[Q(l3,r)] exp(--^||P^"1(^)[f(^)-f(/3'-)]ll2v-1l, 
HK ' ' (27r)*afc{det[Co(/3)]}5 I 2<r2" F WW \H mw J. 
{Q0,/3*)hj = {Co0)}ili + [f(j9) - f^ ĵ'W-^I - P ^ ^ W ^ ) , 
n — k 
{D(b, l3)}ifj = - ] T bsa;s(/3)W-
15^jf (/3), z = 1 , . . . , k. 
s = l 
Here Co = F / W _ 1 F , E* means the mean value with respect to a truncated 
normal density with (n — k) variables 
r ( h ) _ J (27r<7
2 ) ( " - f c ) / 2 exp{-^b 'b} , if b ' b < ( r 0 /2)
2 , 
I [t3)-\0, i f b ' b > ( r 0 / 2 )
2 , 
the symbol C* means the norming constant and it is either equal to 1 (if the 
density pp*(-) should be normed to the probability of the restricted parameter 
space /3(r0)), i.e. 
/ P0*(/3)df3 = FT{T*(ro)}, 
where 
P(r0) = {/3e int(£) : U P ^ " ^ ) ^ ) - f(P')\\w-i < r0/2 
and ||f(/3) - f(/3*)| |w-i < r0}. 
or it is equal to 
c* = [Pr{r*(r0)}]-\ 
if the density p@* (•) should be normed to one, i.e. 
/ P0.(/3)d/3 = l. 
J0{ro) 
Further n-dimensional vectors 
u>5(/3), s = l,...,n-k 
are W_ 1-or thonormal and W - 1-or thogonal to the columns of the matrix F(/3) 
and the number To defines so called restricted sample space T*(To) 
r*(r0)= IJ -*(/3,ro/2), 
0€&(ro) 
Z((3, r 0 /2) = {y : < y - f(/3), F{0)>w-i = 0 
a n d | | y - ^ . ( / 3 ) | | w - i < r 0 / 2 } , 
tftp.09) -- P r ' ^ l f ^ - f ^ j l + f ^ ) . 
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If KQ\/30) is defined as follows 
Xr) ( / 3o ) = sup|^g-i:se^ 
then the so called assumption of bounded curvature must be satisfied: 
Further the so called assumption of non-overlapping must be also satisfied: 
There is no y G T(r*o), such that the normal equation 
[af(y3)/a/3]w-1[y-f(/9)] = o 
has two solutions /3 ( 1 \ / 3 ( 2 ) g int(/3j, and that 
| | y - f ( / 3 ( i ) ) | | v v - 1 < r 0 , i = l , 2 . 
Under these assumptions the following inclusions hold 
^(ro/2)cr*(r0)Cc7(ro), 
where Q(r) = {y e Rn : ||y - f{p*)\\w-i < r}. 
The number To must be chosen so that the conditions are satisfied. If To is 
too large, then the assumptions are violated; if it is too small, then the accuracy 
of the approximate density is unsatisfactory. 
If both assumptions hold, then for every y G T*(To) the estimate $(y) is the 
unique solution of the normal equation which belongs to the set /3(To). (Further 
detail cf. [15].) 
4 Design of experiment 
In the following two versions of the optimum design of experiment (in more 
detail cf. [14]) will be considered, i.e. the J9-optimum design for the model 
after logarithmic transformation and the ZJ-optimum design for the model after 
linearization. 
Let the set of the experimental points be E — {x\,,..., xr}. In the case of 
the model after the logarithmic transformation 
the information matrix for the design £ is 
M ( 0 = E M Í ( _ ^ ) ( I , - X Í ) C Í . 
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The D-optimum design CD i s defined as follows 
det[M(C*)] = max{det[M(C)] : C € A}, 
where A is the set of all designs. In [14] the following statement is proved. 
S tatemen t 4.1 Let ( ( 0 ) = l / ' , e . € Sp(C(0)) = {e. : Ct
(0) > 0}. If 
d{* = m a x |/i?(l,-.ri)M-ҶC
(s))(_a;
1):ѓ = l,...,r} 
and 
S i | L+J r ( s ) 4- 1 » - »* 
I, i + S+l^i X i+S+1' ' — '* + !• 
for a = 0 , 1 , . . . , then lim._>~ M ( C ( s ) ) -> M(CJ>)-
In this way we obtain the .D-optimum design for the model after logarith-
mization when simultaneously the weighting is taken into account. 
The following formula is useful in the process of iteration. 
M " 1 ( C ( s + 1 ) ) = 
liJ. M ~ ! ( C ( s ) f ^ ~X2S+1 | M - X ( C ( 8 ) ) 
t + S + 1 
l + S м-Ҷc
(s)) -
1 + 5 + 4 + i (i,-^ + i )M- 1 ( c(
s ) )(_ : r i ,
1 
\ 8 + 1 
The iteration procedure can be stopped when 
di* — k < e (chosen by a user). 
In our case of the exponential regression k = 2. 
Quite analogously the F)-optimum design for the linearized model can be 
obtained. 
Let 
-J = iPSm/dPudfmidh) I/3--/50 = ( e ^ S ~/3_0)^e^0)^), < = 1, • • • ,r, 
where /30 is an approximate value of the vector /3*. If the vector (1, — a^) in the 
given procedure is substituted by the vector f- and instead of Ltj the value 1 is 
used, we obtain the J9-optimum design for the linearized model at the point f3Q. 
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Remark 4.2 It is to be said that in the model 
\ \ 1 , -xr 
the D-optimum design is 
U F*1, 
' 0, otherwise. 
= mm{xj : j = 1 , . . . , r} or __max = m a x { ^ : j = 1 , . . . , r } , 
5 Numerical example 
Let S = {1,2,3,4,5,6}, /30 = (_Q 3) and cr = 1. Then the D-optimum design 
for the model 
I n ^ =ln/3i — /32_c* + <-*, 5i ~ i (0,O
2/>2), 
æ 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Cюo 0.009434 0.009434 0.471698 0.009434 0.009434 0.490566 
Table 5.1 
In this case _/ioo,max = 2.02644 and 
0.021568, 0.003742 \ 
003742, 0.000672; ' м-ҷcюo)=(2: 
det[M 1(Cioo)] = 491 x 10 9 in a comparison with the starting design (Table 
5.2) 
X 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Co 1/6 1/6 1/6 1/6 1/6 1/6 
Table 5.2 
where 
M - Í Í Y ^ - f °-018783> 0.003553 \ 
iCo) - 1^0.003553, 0.000717; ' 
detpM-^Co)] = 843.5 x 10~9. 
In the case of the linearized model 
Ï ( ° ) . î (0) . î(0) (0). ,(°)„ 
for the same set £, the F)-optimum design is identical with Table 5.L The 
information matrices for the starting design (Table 5.2) and the D-optimum 
one (after 100 iterations) are 
M~1(Co) = (0:
2028423; O.Soom) • **\t*T^] = 54.039 x 1 0 - , 
, , - i , > . (1.380400, 0.029936Y , , r , , _ i ,> N1 « 
M l(doo) = ( 0.029936, 0.000672 ) ' d e t t M (C™)] = 31.465 x lQ-«. 
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X 3 6 
c 1/2 1/2 
Table 5.3 
The D-optimum design cannot be used in practice for a small number of 
measurements. Thus let us try some approximations of the optimum design for 
n = 6. 
If 
then for O = 1 
C~* = 
and K^int){f30) = 
tremaly large.) 
If 
20.266000, -0.676350 \ , x , _ , _ i , „ „ , „ „ , -
-0.676350! 0.024680 ) • d e t < C X) = 0-042716 
0, JT(Par>(/30) = 1.77497. (The value of /£><"•) (/30) is ex-
X 1 3 4 6 
c 1/6 1/3 1/6 1/3 
Table 5.4 
then for O- = 1 
C " 1 
3.250400, -0.130580 \ 
-0.130580, 0.007496 ) ' 
de^C""1) = 0.007314 
and K^int){/30) = 0.142282, K^
ar){0o) = 0.212473. 
In the further the last design is used. 
Since 
X j 1 3 4 6 
ß^eM-ß^x) 5.926 3.253 2.410 1.322 
Table 5.5 
the value of a is chosen as 0.3. Even in this case 
a I [/?<0) exp(-40 )6)] - 0.227, 
what does not mean a precise measurement usual in metrology. (It is to be said 
that the smaller value of a is chosen the linearazation is better.) Then 
c-x = 
0.292540, -0.011752 \ 
-0.011752, 0.000675; (4) 
K(int)(p0) = 0.042684, K^
ar){f30) = 0.063742. 
In Figs. 5.1-5.8 the linearization regions are given for c = 0.5, a = 0.05 and 
e = 0.04 (cf. Definition 3.3.1). 
The 0.95 confidence ellipse is the same in all figures however its graphical 
demonstration is different. The aim is to show boundaries of linearization re-
gions and that is why scales on the axis dbl and db2, respectively, are different 
in different figures. 
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Fig. 5.1: Region Oa 
Fig. 5.2: Region Ob 
Fig. 5.3: Region Oc for h = (1,0)' 
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Fig. 5.4: Region Oc for h = (0, 1)' 
Fig. 5.5: Region Od for h = (1,0)' 
Fig. 5.6: Region Od for h = (0,1)' 
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F ig. 5.8: Region Oe for h = (0,1)' 
A comparison of the behaviour of the linear and quadratic estimators is given 
at the boundary of the 0.95-confidence ellipse in the following Tables 5.6 and 
5.7. 
öß = r л 5ß = (o.OЗñ) 5ß = (oшt) 
MSE(ßг) 0.292538 0.293311 0.292903 
MSE(ßг) 0.293016 0.253871 0.260243 
MSE(ß2) 0.000675 0.000687 0.000683 
MSE(ß2) 0.000559 0.000511 0.000515 
Table 5.6: cr = 0.3 
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The upper bounds of the MSE (UBMSE) at the boundary of the 0.95-
-confidence ellipse of the estimators are in this case 
UBMSE0i) = 0.301110, 
UBMSE&) = 0.388105, 
UBMSE02) = 0.000699, 
UBMSE(02) = 0.000920. 
õß = Гol tø=(o.ľiв) 
Xfí / '-U.814\ ÖP = Uo.OSl) 
ìмSEфx) 3.250430 3.345800 3.777260 
MSEфг) 3.309380 1.891950 1.621550 
MSE(ß2) 0.007496 0.008994 0.010144 
MSE(ß2) 0.003818 0.002893 0.003585 
Table 5.7: a = 1 
The upper bounds of the MSE at the boundary of the 0.95-confidence ellipse 
of the estimators are in this case 
UBMSE(Pi) = 4.308630, 
UBMSE0x) = 8.615380, 
UBMSE02) = 0.010517, 
UBMSE(h) - 0.021315. 
If the ln-transformation of data (i.e. Lemmas 3.1.1 and 3.L2) is used, then 
we obtain 
OLSE GLSE 
E(Ыфг) = 2.08974 E(Чßг) = 2.08296 
var^lní/?!) = 0.001631 var(ln(&) = = 0.000715 
Eфx) 8.13214 E(ßi) 8.04683 
varCSi) 0.849031 var(A) = 0.302976 
E(ßг) -0.294127 E(ß2) = -0.29643 
wаx(ß2) 0.001631 var(/?2) = 0.000715 
If these values are compared with (4), we can see that the best results can 
be obtained in the case of linearization (if it is possible) or by quadratization, 
then by GLSE and the worst results are in the case of OLSE, which is the most 
frequently used procedure in practice. 
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